
Apply a thin-bed flexible tile adhesive (wedi 320 

or similar) with a 4 or 6 mm grooved trowel. 

Lay the wedi Subliner Dry and press it on with a 

rubber roller or wooden board.

Seal the butt joints of the wedi Subliner Dry mem-

branes with wedi 520 flexible sealant and wedi 

Tools sealing tape.

Seal pipe penetrations with wedi Tools sealing 

gaiters and wedi 520 flexible sealant.

wedi Tools® wall sealing set
Everything for reliable wall sealing in one package

Regardless of any final shower area designs, walls are often fully cladded with plasterboard 

or built with plastered masonry. In wet areas, particularly the bathtub and shower areas, 

these walls should be sealed and protected. The wedi Tools wall sealing set is the perfect 

solution. It contains all the required components for reliable and long lasting sealing of 

wall surfaces in the shower area: wedi Subliner Dry (prefabricated waterproof membrane 

with a solid material thickness of just 0.51 mm), wedi 520, wedi Tools sealing tapes and 

wedi Tools sealing gaiters. 



Your specialist retailer:

wedi Tools® wall sealing set

Simply cut the wedi Subliner Dry to size and apply 

it to the surface using a thin-bed flexible tile adhesive 

(wedi 320 or similar). Seal all wall connections, joints 

and pipe penetrations with wedi Tools sealing tape, 

wedi Tools sealing gaiters and wedi 520 flexible sealant. 

This is a tried and tested waterproof sealing system. 

A quick and reliable sealing system

    Further product information and all product data can be found in the current 

wedi price list and at www.wedi.eu

Products used / included in the set:

  wedi Subliner Dry  thin-layered sealing membrane

   wedi Tools sealing tape  for reliable sealing  

of intersections and butt joints

    wedi 520  flexible waterproof sealant for  

the sealing of wedi Tools sealing tapes

   wedi Tools sealing gaiter  flexible sealing for pipes
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content order no.

wedi Tools wall sealing set 1 set / box 095110371
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Scope of delivery

 3 × wedi Subliner Dry sealing membrane, 250 × 100 cm

 3 × wedi Tools sealing tape, 250 × 12 cm

 1 × wedi Tools sealing gaiter DN 90 – 125

 

 2 × wedi Tools sealing gaiter 1/2 – 3/4 inch

 1 × wedi 520 flexible sealant, 3,6 kg

Necessary accessories: Other system components:

wedi 320 tile adhesive wedi Tools cut protection tapewedi Fundo sealing set wedi Tools butyl bathtub sealing tape


